






•The amused P.E. Teaching for Swimming Courses 
/Wei-yueh CHANG 

The interaction between students and teachers is crucial for the 
amused P.E. courses and a pleasant play lay on the correct concept 
of pedagogy. The ideal of education leads the play, while the way of 
play creates the academic learning. Only the courses that evoke the 
interests, concentration, curiosity and desire of explore of students 
would provide amusements of learning to the students, and what is 
more, the students enjoy and get closer to sports that become their 
life-time habit, and after all, their enjoying the amusement of sports 
influences their friends and families'. 

•The design of Amused Dance Teaching Activities 
/ Yung-jin LAN 

It will be observed that everyone show his natural behavior and 
full ability in the procedure of dance teaching, meanwhile, the 
dancers would listen to the sounds of his/ her heart beat, and shows 
his/her mood by limbs' action, express the thoughts of his mind 
after cogitation, make himself in progress and share the delights of 
this achievement. 

The tool of dance is human body and limbs, while the production 
of action is humans' potentials, which also means that dance if for 
everyone, everyone can dance and enjoy his own dance. 

•The Design and Performance of Amused P.E. Pedagogy 
/Wei-huang SUNG 

(l)There are different ways to lead to the goal, while there much 
variance of teaching design also, however, they are of the purpose 
that the students learn new skills of sports through amusement. The 
purpose would be a castle in the air without the willing of innovation 
from the P.E. teachers. 

(2)Self-evaluation and predicted goal 
It will achieve twice the result with half the effort through self 

-criticism and improvement, while To prevent from same mistake 
happens twice through taking record of problem and its solution. It 
would be much more convenient to design the courses, while taking 
others' for references would be of much content and effectiveness 
through self-evaluation. 

(3)Concerning and care for students 


